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Encoding of Motion Targets by Waves in Turtle
Visual Cortex
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Abstract—Visual stimuli evoke wave activity in the visual cortex
of freshwater turtles. Earlier work from our laboratory showed
that information about the positions of stationary visual stimuli is
encoded in the spatiotemporal dynamics of the waves and that the
waves can be decoded using Bayesian detection theory. This paper
extends these results in three ways. First, it shows that flashes of
light separated in space and time and stimuli moving with three
speeds can be discriminated statistically using the waves gener-
ated in a large-scale model of the cortex. Second, it compares the
coding capabilities of spike rate and spike time codes. Spike rate
codes were obtained by low-pass filtering the activities of individual
neurons in the model with filters of different band widths. For
the moving targets used in the study, detectability using spike rate
codes is immune to the choice of a specific bandwidth, indicating
that a coarse filter is able to adequately discriminate targets. Spike
timing codes are binary sequences indicating the precise timing of
spike activity of individual neurons across the cortex. Spike time
codes generally perform better than do spike rate codes. Third, the
encoding process is examined in terms of the underlying cellular
mechanisms that result in the initiation, propagation and cessation
of the wave. The period of peak detectability corresponds to the
period in which waves are propagating across the cortex.

Index Terms— -space representation, Karhunen-Loeve (KL)
decomposition, motion encoding, Statistical hypothesis testing,
turtle visual cortex.

I. INTRODUCTION

VISUAL inputs produce waves that propagate across the vi-
sual cortex of freshwater turtles and visual information is

encoded in the cortical waves ([1]–[3]). Nenadic, et al. [4] used a
large-scale model of the cortex and a two-step Karhunen-Loeve
(KL) decomposition to show that the locations and speeds of
visual targets can be discriminated from the dynamics of these
waves. The first decomposition represents the cortical wave as
a linear combination of spatial modes with time-varying coeffi-
cients. The cortical wave is, thus, represented by a trajectory in
a phase space called the A-space. Most of the energy contained
in the original wave can be captured by the decomposition coef-
ficients corresponding to the first three principal modes. A fur-
ther reduction of the dimensionality of the wave is achieved by a
second KL decomposition which maps the A-space trajectories
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onto points in a low-dimensional space called the B-space. The
two-step KL-based representation introduced by Nenadic et al.
[4] has been further refined by Du et al. [5] to emphasize how
visual targets are encoded in the B-space in the form of a strand
(called a -strand), wherein each point of the strand represents
a specific time window. The analysis shows how strands can be
used to detect and discriminate between alternative visual tar-
gets.

This paper extends the discrimination analysis using
-strands to include moving and double-input-with-time-delay

visual targets. Each gives rise to a spatiotemporal pattern of
visual signals and the paper establishes how these signals can
be detected statistically using a Bayesian approach and by
calculating the maximum likelihood. The results obtained are
qualitatively similar to those obtained earlier [5] for stationary
targets. Second, the paper shows that the motion cues are
reliably coded by low frequency components (e.g., a rate code)
of the evoked cortical waves, but that the time-coded signals
are able to detect moving targets over a larger window and
yield a better detection performance. A final contribution of the
paper is to establish how target detectability, as measured by
the probability of classification error, is affected by initiation
and propagation of the cortical wave. Our simulations using
the model cortex show that target encoding in the model cortex
is carried out in three phases. Parameters from the moving
target are integrated during the initiation phase I, retained by
the propagating waves in the cortex during propagation phase
II and fade away as cortex becomes hyperpolarized during the
wave cessation phase III. The optimal detection window falls
during phase II when the already encoded motion cues are
retained by the cortical waves.

II. INPUT DETECTION WITH THE BAYESIAN METHOD

A. A Brief Description of the Cortex Model

The model of the visual cortex considered in this paper was
described in detail by Nenadic et al. [6]. Briefly, it consists of
744 cortical neurons and 201 dorsal lateral geniculate neurons
(LGNs). Pyramidal cells constitute the largest population of
neurons in the model (368 lateral and 311 medial pyramidal
neurons). The remaining cells are two types of inhibitory
interneurons (45 stellate and 20 horizontal neurons). Cortical
neurons are distributed in a two-dimensional (2-D) array that
captures the spatial distribution of the three major populations
of cortical neurons. Fig. 1 shows the spatial structure of the
model. Each neuron is represented by a multicompartmental
model based on the anatomy and physiology of that type of
cortical neuron. The soma compartment of each model neuron
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Fig. 1. Spatial structure of the cortex model. 744 cortical cells are distributed as
a 2-D array. Lateral pyramidal cells, medial pyramidal cells, stellate cells, and
horizontal cells are shown in blue, red, green and black, respectively. A cortical
neuron is synaptically connected to all post-synaptic cortical neurons positioned
within a sphere of influence. A total of 201 LGNs, shown in black, are aligned
linearly along the lateral edge of the cortex. The dimensions are in millimeters.

contains voltage-gated conductances sufficient to generate ac-
tion potentials. Excitatory (AMPA and NMDA) and inhibitory
( and ) synaptic conductances establish in-
teractions between individual neurons. Synaptic connections
between neurons are established according to a predefined
sphere of influence. Geniculate neurons are arranged in a row
along the lateral edge of the cortex. Each geniculate neuron is
modelled as a single compartment with ionic currents that gen-
erate action potentials following the injection of a stimulating
current in the neuron. Synaptic contacts between geniculate
and cortical neurons occur at the site of varicosities.

LGNs contact cortical neurons via AMPA ergic synapses.
Pyramidal cells contact cortical neurons by simultaneous activa-
tion of both AMPA ergic and NMDA ergic receptors. Inhibitory
neurons contact cortical neurons by simultaneous activation of

ergic and ergic receptors. The time courses
of the AMPA ergic and NMDA ergic conductances are specified
using dual exponential functions

(1)

with ms and ms for AMPA ergic synapses
and ms and ms for NMDA ergic synapses.
The time course of ergic and ergic synaptic
conductances are specified using alpha functions

(2)

with ms for ergic and ms for
ergic synapses. Fig. 2 shows the time courses of the

four synaptic conductances. Each conductance is scaled by a
synaptic weight which is specified by either a uniform base
synaptic weight within the sphere of influence or a weight that
decreases exponentially following a Gaussian function (see [6]).

B. Simulation Experiments

Moving and double-input-with-time-delay stimuli were sim-
ulated by injecting current pulses into LGNs. Moving stimuli
were simulated by activating the left-most 100 adjacent LGN

Fig. 2. Time course of activated synaptic conductances. AMPA ergic and
NMDA ergic synaptic conductances follow a dual exponential function and
GABA ergic and GABA ergic conductances follow an alpha function.
Note that each conductance is scaled differently in the model. The time scale
of GABA ergic conductance is different in the figure from the time course
of other conductances. (A) AMPA ergic conductance. (B) NMDA ergic con-
ductance. (C)GABA ergic conductance. (D) GABA ergic conductance.

neurons, from left to center, with a sequence of square current
pulses of equal amplitude and duration that were delayed with
respect to each other. The amplitude and duration of each cur-
rent pulse were 0.3 nA and 30 ms, respectively. For each moving
stimulus, the delay between adjacent current pulses was equal
and the magnitude of the delay determined the speed of the stim-
ulus. Three stimulus velocities were used and were denoted as
S (slow), M (medium), and F (fast). The three moving stimuli
were parameterized by the delay of one square pulse with re-
spect to its neighbor. The delays for the slow, medium, and fast
moving stimuli were 1.3 ms, 0.91 ms, and 0.47 ms, respectively.

Double-input-with-time-delay stimuli were simulated by pre-
senting two square current pulses to two groups of adjacent
LGNs. The amplitude and duration of the pulses were the same
as those of the pulses simulating a moving stimulus. One group,
denoted as L (left), consisted of the leftmost 20 adjacent LGN
neurons and each LGN in the group was stimulated by the first
square current pulse. The other group, denoted as R (right), con-
sisted of the rightmost 20 adjacent LGN neurons of the array
and each LGN received the second current pulse. Both the cur-
rent pulses had the same amplitude and duration, but the second
pulse was delayed with respect to the first. Three time delays
were considered: 40, 80, and 120 ms. The two locations of
the LGN groups and the three time delays between the two
current pulses gave twelve different combinations of the in-
puts: LL40, LL80, LL120, LR40, LR80, LR120, RL40, RL80,
RL120, RR40, RR80, and RR120. The symbol LR40 means that
the left group of LGN neurons received the first current pulse
and the right group of LGN neurons received the second pulse,
which was delayed 40 ms after the first pulse.

The stochastic nature of the action potential generation and
the noisy environment that neurons live in were simulated by
injecting noisy current into the soma of each cortical neuron at
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each simulation step of 0.05 ms. Noise current was governed
by a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 4 nA. A saturation threshold was set to restrict
the noisy current within the range of nA. For each stim-
ulus, the cortex model produced 50 sample propagating waves.
A total of 150 and 600 waves were generated for moving and
double-input-with-time-delay stimuli, respectively. The length
of the simulation time was 1 000 ms and the sampling frequency
was 1 KHz.

C. Input Detection Method

Cortical waves have been analyzed as a Bayesian problem by
Du et al. [5]. Briefly, each movie was split up into a sequence
of overlapping 10 ms encoding windows. Within each window,
the movie was projected as a point using double KL decompo-
sition in a suitable low-dimensional B-space. The sequence of
points in the B-space gave rise to a strand, called a -strand.
Each cortical wave was represented as a vector-valued time se-
ries given by the -strand and the detection task was to discrim-
inate strands originating from different inputs. In this way, the
problem was reduced to a Bayesian problem. Expanding detec-
tion windows (EDWs) and sliding detection windows (SDW)
were applied over the -strand. The combination of encoding
and decoding windows made it possible to localize visual tar-
gets in space.

In [5], we considered three alternative hypotheses and the
problem was to discriminate between three stationary flashes
located at equally spaced locations along the horizontal axis
of the visual field. The goal of this paper is to discriminate
between three different target velocities moving from left to
the center of the visual field, and between double flashes sep-
arated in time and occurring at the same or different regions of
the cortex. For the three-hypotheses testing problem, we com-
puted two logarithm likelihood ratios corresponding to the pos-
terior probability density of the visual cue conditioned on the

-strand. A 2-D decision space was constructed and divided
into three regions based on the two likelihood ratios. Each arbi-
trary -strand was represented as a point in the decision space;
the region into which the point fell determined the input. When
the number of hypotheses is more than three (12 in the case of
double-input-with-time-delay stimuli considered in this paper),
the dimension of the decision space is higher than 2 and it is not
possible to visualize the space. However, we can continue to use
the Bayes criteria and assume that the cost of a correct decision
is zero and the cost of every wrong decision is the same. We can
then compute the likelihood function

where, is the projection vector of a given, observed sample
vector, is the a priori probability of the th hypothesis,

is the mean of corresponding to the th hypothesis,
is the covariance matrix of the noise corresponding to the th
hypothesis, and . The algorithm
predicts the th hypothesis to be most likely if takes on
the maximum value (See [5] and [7] for details).

Fig. 3. Detection error probability as a function of the ending time of time
windows. (A) Error probability for detecting the speeds of the moving stimuli
by EDW approach. (B) Error probability for detecting the speeds of the moving
stimuli by SDW approach. (C) Error probability for detecting the double-input-
with-time-delay stimuli by EDW approach. (D) Error probability for detecting
the double-input-with-time-delay stimuli by SDW approach.

D. Detection Performance Analysis

Detectability for moving and double-input-with-time-delay
stimuli is shown as detection error probability curves in Fig. 3.
The curves plot the probability of making a detection error as
a function of time. A detection error occurs when a point in
the decision space crosses the separation boundary between two
hypotheses of the decision space and falls in a region corre-
sponding to an incorrect hypothesis. Fig. 3(A) and (B) shows the
detection error probability in detecting three speeds for moving
stimuli using EDWs and SDWs, respectively. In Fig. 3(A), the
window of detection is expanding and, in general, information
in the wave is retained as a function of time. A close-to-zero de-
tection error probability is achieved at around 70 ms and rises
to about 15% at 900 ms. In Fig. 3(B), a window of width 100
ms is sliding in time. The detection error remains close to zero
until about 400 ms and rises to about 50% for a window with a
terminal time at about 900 ms. This indicates that there is prac-
tically no information about the input contained in this part of
the wave because a random guess would give a detection error
probability of about 66% if each speed occurs with a proba-
bility of 0.33. Likewise, Fig. 3(C) and (D) shows the detection
error probability for detecting 12 double-input-with-time-delay
stimuli. As in figures Fig. 3(A) and (B), the detection error de-
clines until about 150 ms and increases thereafter. The concave
shape of the detection error probability curves indicates that
there is an optimal time period when discrimination is the best.
The detection error probability is large at 0 ms in each case. It
then declines approximately linearly to a minimum (around 150
ms in Fig. 3(C) and (D)) and slowly increases for longer times.

In Fig. 4(A)–(D), the detection error probability has been
plotted as a function of time for detecting the time delay (40 ms,
80 ms, and 120 ms) between two double-input-with-time-delay
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Fig. 4 Errorprobability for detecting the time delay between the two current
pulses in the double-input-with-time-delay stimuli. The detection is performed
using EDW approach. (A) Detection errorfor detecting time delay when the in-
puts are located both in the left. (B) Detection error for detecting time delay
when the first input is from the left and the second is from the right. (C) Detec-
tion error for detecting time delay when the first input is from the right and the
second is from the left. (D) Detection error for detecting time delay when both
inputs are from the right.

visual stimuli. The different plots in Fig. 4 refer to different lo-
cations of the visual input. As in Fig. 3(A) and (C), the curves
refer to an EDW and the shape continues to remain concave. The
probability of error attains a minimum and remains bounded
below 30% at later times.

III. SPIKE RATE VERSUS SPIKE TIMING ENCODING

The fact that we were able to discriminate inputs using EDWs
and SDWs demonstrates that spike rate is an effective informa-
tion carrier in the cortex model used in this paper. However, the
exact times when a single neuron fires or when a population of
neurons fires action potentials can encode information in dif-
ferent cortical areas in a variety of species. This section, thus,
compares the effectiveness of a spike timing code to a spike rate
code at different resolutions.

A. Input Detection With Spike Rate Coding

The spike rate signal was obtained from the spike trains with
a low-pass filter described by

(3)

where is a constant. is the time when reaches its
maximum and determines the width of the filter. A larger cor-
responds to a larger window in which to count spikes and, thus,
the spike rate signal will be coarser. Fig. 5 shows the low-pass
filters with 11 equally spaced ’s. The values of are between
0.005 and 0.05 with a step 0.0045. The spike rate signals of a
spike train corresponding to 6 of the 11 values are shown in
Fig. 6. The -strand representation of the filtered waves were

Fig. 5. Time-domain representations of low-pass filters of different widths as
described in Eqn. (3).

Fig. 6. Spike rate signals of a spike train at different resolution. Each spike rate
signal was obtained by passing the original spike train through a low-pass filter.
The smaller the filter width, the higher resolution the spike rate signal has. From
(A) to (E), the filter width gradually increases.

calculated and the hypothesis testing algorithm was used to dis-
criminate the inputs for each of the 11 different ’s. To see
the effect of on the detection performance, the total number
of detection errors was obtained by summing the detection er-
rors across the detection windows for each . Fig. 7(A) and (B)
shows the total number of detection errors versus for EDWs
and SDWs, respectively. The effect of on the detection perfor-
mance is negligible. This result is surprising at first glance, since
the spike rate signals corresponding to different ’s are the spike
rate signals of the spike train at different resolutions. Intuitively,
the finer the resolution, the more information the corresponding
spike rate signal should contain and, thus, the better detection
performance. However, this result is actually expected from the
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Fig. 7. Error probability of input detection versus filter width � for (A) EDW
approach and (B) SDW approach.

data processing procedure used in calculating the -strand rep-
resentation for the Bayesian detection. The spike rate signal ob-
tained from a narrower filter undoubtedly retains more informa-
tion from the original spike train. However, we have discarded
some information about the input by using only those coef-
ficients that correspond to the first few principal components
in the double KL decomposition process and only those dom-
inant projection coefficients in the -strand whitening process
(See [5]). So, even if the spike rate signals corresponding to the
different filters contain different amounts of information about
the input, the coefficients that were ultimately used to perform
Bayesian detection contained approximately similar amounts of
information. This resulted in the similar detection performances
for different ’s.

B. Input Detection With Spike Timing Coding

Since the Bayesian hypothesis testing algorithm used only
part of the information contained in the original spike train and,
on the other hand, the spike timing information of individual
neurons is not completely reliable, we wanted to examine the
detection performance based on the spike timing of all the cor-
tical neurons. The spike timing of a neuron was obtained by
dividing its spike train into non-overlapping, equal-length bins
and assigning either a 0 or 1 to each bin. Each bin was 1 ms
long. A value of 1 was assigned to the bin if a spike occurred
in the bin and 0 otherwise. A spike train was, thus, converted
to a binary sequence of 0’s and 1’s and the spike timing pat-
tern of all the cortical neurons was represented by a binary
matrix. Each row of the matrix corresponded to a particular
neuron and each column of the matrix corresponded to a par-
ticular bin. Double KL decomposition was performed to obtain
the -space representation of the spike timing matrix. The av-
erage -strand was obtained for each type of the moving and
double-input-with-time-delay input stimuli. Input discrimina-
tion based on spike timing was different from that based on the
spike rate. Rather than using the Bayesian approach, a Euclidean
distance was calculated between the -strand representation of a
given wave and the average -strand representation of each pos-
sible input. The smallest of these distances indicates which input
most likely had produced the given cortical wave. Fig. 8(A) and
(B) shows the detection performance in detecting the moving
and double-input-with-time-delay stimuli, respectively. A com-
parison with Fig. 3 indicates that the input detection based on
spike timing patterns yields a better detection performance. This
indicates that the spike timing patterns of the cortex model con-
sidered in this paper are reliable enough to enable reasonable

Fig. 8. Detection error probability based on spike timing patterns of the cortex.
(A) Detecting moving stimuli using EDW. (B) Detecting moving stimuli using
SDW. (C) Detecting double-input-with-time-delaystimuli using EDW. (D) De-
tecting double-input-with-time-delay stimuli using SDW.

detections, and the spike timing patterns carry more informa-
tion about the input than does the spike rate.

IV. THE THREE PHASES OF INPUT DETECTION

The detection performances shown in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate
that the information content of the wave evolves with time. It is
low at the beginning of wave formation, increases and reaches
a peak, and then gradually decreases. Regardless of the input
that has induced it, the cortical wave consists of three phases:
initiation, propagation, and cessation. This section relates the
evolution of the detection performance to the three phases of the
wave. The three phases are illustrated in the case of a moving
stimulus in Fig. 9.

A. Phase I: Wave Initiation

A visual stimulus reaches the cortex via LGNs which make
AMPA ergic synapses on cortical neurons. The geniculocortical
synaptic connections occur at the varicosities along geniculate
axons (see [6]). During the phase of wave initiation, the spa-
tiotemporal characteristics of the input are encoded into the ini-
tial spatiotemporal pattern of depolarization in the cortex. For
example, the moving stimulus considered in this paper activated
the left-most 100 LGNs and each LGN produced two spikes.
The cortical neurons that were postsynaptic to these LGNs were
depolarized. The locations of these lateral pyramidal, medial
pyramidal, and stellate cells are shown in Fig. 10. The faster
the moving stimulus, the faster the LGNs fired action poten-
tials, and the faster the initial depolarization was produced in the
cortex. The spatial characteristics of the input were reflected in
the locations of those activated LGNs and, consequently, in the
spatial distribution of the initial depolarization. Due to the time
delay from input onset to activation of the LGNs and then to the
depolarization of the cortex, the input stimulus was encoded in
the cortex over time and the information content of the input in
the wave increased gradually. Consequently, the input detection
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Fig. 9. Wave initiation, propagation, and cessation. A moving input stimulus
initiates the wave at the lateral-rostral corner of the cortex. The wave propa-
gates initially in all directions due to the sphere of influence. After the inhibitory
synaptic conductances are activated, the wave propagates across the cortical re-
gions where excitation dominates inhibition. Wave cessation is a result of the
cortex hyperpolarization and its propagation.

Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of cortical cells activated by a moving stimulus.
A moving stimulus was simulated by injecting a square current pulse sweeping
across the left-most 100 LGNs. Lateral pyramidal, medial pyramidal, and stel-
late cells are shown in blue, red, and green, respectively.

performance improved with time and the detection error proba-
bility decreased monotonically, as seen in Figs. 3 and 4. Further
propagation of the initial depolarization is dictated by the cor-
tical organization. Specifically, both the sphere of influence and
the spatiotemporal profiles of the synaptic conductances play a
crucial role in spreading the depolarization over the cortex.

B. Phase II: Wave Propagation

Wave propagation follows a particular path dictated by the
relative spatial density of the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
conductances in the cortex. Fig. 11 shows the spatial density of
the ratio of the excitatory (the sum of AMPA ergic and NMDA
ergic conductances) to ergic conductance. It shows
that there is a belt that extends from the lateral-rostral to the
medial-caudal edge of the cortex and in which excitation domi-
nates inhibition. Since the initial depolarization induced by the
input stimulus usually occurs in the lateral-rostral corner, the
wave propagates toward the medial-caudal edge of the cortex

Fig. 11. Spatial density of the ratio of excitatory to GABA ergic conduc-
tance in the cortex. The magnitude of the ratio is color-coded, with the bright
color representing larger values of the ratio. The bright areas are dominated by
excitatory synaptic conductances and the dark areas are dominated by inhibitory
synaptic conductances.

along the excitation-dominant belt. The temporal properties of
the synaptic conductances cause the wave to propagate in one
direction. The ergic synaptic conductance has a longer
time constant than that of the excitatory synaptic conductances
(Fig. 2). Thus, a cortical region that has just been depolarized
is subsequently hyperpolarized, which prevents the wave from
propagating back to its source of origin. Information about the
input that was encoded into the wave during the phase of wave
initiation is retained in the wave. During wave propagation, neu-
rons are dynamically depolarized and hyperpolarized due to the
input and, consequently, input information is reflected in the
spatiotemporal pattern of the cortex depolarization and hyper-
polarization. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the highest during
this time period and detection is able to achieve an optimal per-
formance.

C. Phase III: Wave Cessation

The visual inputs used in the paper are shorter than the dura-
tions of the waves they produce. A moving stimulus lasted 30
ms and the longest double-input-with-time-delay input was 180
ms. The waves persisted after the stimulus was finished. How-
ever, inhibition mediated by ergic and ergic
synapses gradually hyperpolarized the cortex, which resulted in
a gradual fading of the wave. The information content of the
wave gradually decreases during wave cessation because each
neuron was subjected to the same amount of noisy current as at
the beginning of the wave, the SNR of the system decreases and
the cortex is gradually taken over by noise. The input detection
performance deteriorates and the detection error probability, ac-
cordingly, increases. Since the lateral-rostral part of the cortex
is highly hyperpolarized during this phase, stimuli entering the
cortex during this phase are not likely to initiate a new wave.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Information Coding by Cortical Waves

The initiation and propagation of cortical waves is a general
property of sheets of neurons. It is possible, then, that the waves
observed in turtle visual cortex with voltage sensitive dye and
multielectrode methods are an artifact of the structure of the
cortex. However, several studies from our laboratory have now
suggested that information about visual stimuli is encoded in
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the spatiotemporal dynamics of the cortical waves. Nenadic et
al. [4] used a large-scale model of turtle visual cortex to show
that information about the position and speed of visual stimuli
is contained in the waves and can be decoded from the waves
using a two-step Karhunen-Loeve procedure and Bayesian de-
tection methods. The second paper in this series (Du et al. [5])
differed from the first paper in several important ways. First, the
model used in the second paper and the current study explicitly
incorporate the stochastic nature of neuronal firing. The model
used by Nenadic et al. [6] was essentially deterministic and ran-
domness was introduced by the unphysiological method of per-
turbing the spatial positions of individual neurons. Second, the
model in [6] was relatively more inhibited and showed relatively
poor wave propagation. By contrast, the model used in the cur-
rent paper is less inhibited and wave propagation is obvious with
different types of inputs. Third, the noise level used in the model
in the current paper is relatively high and noise-evoked spiking
occurred in the absence of input stimuli. This made discrim-
ination tasks more difficult than they were in [4]. Fourth, the
model in [6] had 801 geniculate neurons while the model in
this and the preceding paper [5] had 201 geniculate neurons.
Fifth, the method used for input discrimination in this paper
combined a windowing technique and the Bayesian approach
with a whitening filter, while the study in [4] did discrimina-
tions using the full 1 000 ms of the cortical response.

The fifth difference led to the important conclusion that the
information content of the cortical responses varies as a function
of time. Du et al. [5] found that the detectability of stationary
stimuli decreased approximately linearly from chance levels at
0 ms to a peak detectability at about 200 ms. Detectability then
gradually increased back towards chance levels by about 900
ms. This paper extends these results and shows that detectability
of flashed stimuli and moving stimuli follows the same general
time course.

B. Rate Versus Spike Time Codes

The relative efficiency of neural codes based on the average
rate of neuronal firing and of codes based upon the precise oc-
currence of action potentials has been a matter of considerable
debate over the past decade [8]–[11], and [12]. This study com-
pared the effectiveness of rate and spike timing codes. Rate
codes were produced by low-pass filtering the firing timing pat-
terns of neurons in the large-scale model. Spike-timing codes
were produced by forming a spike timing matrix for all of the
neurons in the model. The results indicate that both rate and
spike time codes provide for good discriminability of moving
stimuli, but that spike timing codes were somewhat more effec-
tive. In addition to time code, spike timing has been reported
to play an important role in spike timing dependent plasticity
and learning [13], [14]. These results indicate the significance
of spike timing in neural information processing.

C. Cellular Mechanisms Underlying Coding

Since the detectability of both stationary and moving stimuli
varies as a function of time, it was interesting to correlate the
concave shape of the probability of error curves with events
occurring in the cortical model at different time periods. This

analysis indicates that the cortical responses can be divided into
three phases. The first phase consists of the initiation of the re-
sponse and corresponds to the time period during which error
probability is decreasing linearly. This phase occupies the time
period during which the spatial pattern of geniculate afferents
is established in the cortex. The second phase consists of wave
propagation and corresponds to a period in which error proba-
bility is minimal, but then gradually increases. The third phase
consists of the cessation of the wave and corresponds to the pe-
riod in which error probability increases back to chance levels.
Wang et al. [15] identified similar components of the responses
to diffuse light flashes using the large-scale model of the cortex.
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